
Keeping your stuff 

working in the cold



Affects of cold on equipment

Reasons why we stay warm and equipment gets 

cold: We set things up, go inside and warm 

ourselves up while the equipment begins to cool 

down. Why keep things warm?

• Prevent Dew

• Prevent frost

• Keeps displays and keys functional 

• Keeps batteries providing power



How do things get cold?

Heat lost through…

• …Conduction: Heat lost through contact transfer 
(Think hand on the window pane).

• ...Convection: Heat lost through air motion transfer
(Think wind and heat loss proportional to wind 
speed).

• …Radiation:  Heat lost through Infrared; Heat 
radiates from warmer surface to colder surface. 
Think correction plate on Schmidt. Anything facing 
the sky cools WAY faster due to radiation.



Solutions

• Simplest answer: Get your batteries someplace out of 
direct contact and line of sight with colder stuff. Wrap 
it in an insulator like a blanket to reduce all three heat 
loss vectors (Contact with cold ground, wind and 
radiation to space). Your stuffs still gonna still get cold, it’s just 
gonna take a little longer before something fails.

• Better answer: Use better insulators and custom 
enclosures made from Foamcore, Reflectix and 
Styrofoam. Again, stuffs gonna still get cold, it’s just gonna take a little 
longer before something fails.

Remember, Insulation only SLOWS the rate of heat loss – it 
doesn’t prevent it.

• Best answer: All the above including ADDING heat.



Batteries…

You can’t observe without them 

and you can’t observe when they’re 

frozen…
Simple solution:

Step 1: Make a box a little larger than your battery and put a 

with a heater in it.

Step 2: Stick the battery and the heater box it in a Reflectix box

Step 3: Stick that assembly into a Styrofoam box.

Step 4: turn on the power



Making an effective enclosure on the cheap.
Battery in a Simple box

Materials:

• Some Reflectix bubble wrap (like the kind used in my “Blankets 

for scopes page).

• Some white ½” - 1” Styrofoam sheet insulation.

• Some ¼” foamcore.

• Some Nichrome wire or power resistors. Size for 15 to  20



Assembly

I’m not going into great construction details. There are some 

images on the following chart and really, it’s exacto knife and 

duct tape construction practices.

• Take the foamcore and layout a box slight just slightly larger 

than your battery.

• Lay in the heater - insulated nichrome wire or power resistors.

• Assemble the foamcore box and then wrap it in reflectix.

• Cut and fit the styrofoam around the reflectix box.

That’s the gist of it.



Some data and actual field results

The graph on the next page shows what happened one night last winter. The 
temperature was 20 degrees and dropping. My box was fitted with a nominal 
3.3 watt heater.  I took all components (except the battery) outside to let it 
them reach ambient temperature (25F). I had two lM335 temperature 
sensors connected to an arduino sending temperature measurements back 
to my pc once a second. The White trace is the absolute temperature inside 
the heater box and the yellow trace  is the temperature differential between 
the inside of the box and the outside air temp. I then turned on the heater at 
12v (3.3watts) and let the inside reach equilibrium. The temp rose to about 
15 degrees. I then put the foamcore heater box into the reflectix box and 
again waited for equalibrium which occurred at about 50 degrees. The last 
step was to put the reflectix/foamcore box into the styrofoam box. At 
equilibrium (approx 60 degrees),  I turned up the power to the heater until I 
was at 70degrees. The power at this point was 4.5 watts. It took no more than 
a 300ma load to raise the internal temperature of the box from 25F to 70F.



Result: Summer time performance during mid winter chills



But wait, wait, there's more

Hand controllers…

Yet another item that can bring your observing 

session to an end



Handcontroller box



But wait, wait, there's even 

more…

(but you get the idea.)

Whatever can prematurely end 

your observing session due to 

cold CAN be mitigated



End result

Proper insulation and tapping off up to 5watts 

from the power source extended cold weather 

observing time from 3 hours back to a more 

acceptable 7- 10ish.


